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The number of local restaurants that serve good-quality Asian cuisine has grown
enormously, in recent years. Owners and chefs at newer and long-established
restaurants take a great deal of pride in serving fresh, tasty fare while striving to
provide the very best customer service. Although many of the restaurants operate in
strip malls, their interiors range from minimal decor to casual elegance. You'll find
plenty of wonderful ways to excite your taste buds too, from hefty Vietnamese
sandwiches and a tall, frosty cup of bubble tea or ultra-fresh sushi, as well as classic
Thai cuisine or mouthwatering Chinese dishes. Three of the restaurants included here
operate near the University of Kansas Medical Center, where neighborhood
construction is exploding; and another serves customers on Kansas City, Missouri's
famed Country Club Plaza. You'll find stellar Asian and Thai dishes under one roof, in
North Kansas City, and multiple outposts of terrific Thai cuisine in suburban
Overland Park. Choose your favorite or be adventurous.
9: BLUE SUSHI SAKE GRILL
Blue Sushi Sake Grill has fast become a favorite dining spot at Woodside Village, a
residential and commercial complex in Kansas City, Kan. From Edamame Hummus to
decadent, creamy Coconut Crab Soup, fresh sushi and unusual sashimi offerings, the
restaurant cut its teeth in the Denver and Lincoln, Neb. restaurants markets. Order
options with inventive names such as Blue Balls, Itchy Salmon, raw Lion King or
Hawaiian Rolls bathing in mango puree. Vegan options include BBQ seitan and
vegetarian lettuce wraps and meat lovers enjoy the Shishito Pepper Filet. Servers often
remember 'regular' customers, although service can sometimes be uneven, when the
restaurant gets busy. Dine amid hip, modern surroundings with high ceilings and
enormous windows, with several images of Godzilla on the walls. The restaurant
makes great cocktails and green tea ice cream too.
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